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BACK COVER 

The ANCHOR HITCH is one of the STRONGEST ties that one car?, fas. 

ten to mountain hardware, for the tying end not only adds to the dimen- 

sion of the bearing but also cushions it. The DOUBLED hitch, tied by 
taking a second exactly parallel turn with a longer end, is an IMPROVE- 

MENT and a good absorbant for a shock load such as a fall on the safety 

line. See description and Fig. 37. 

With or without a carabiner. the DOUBLED tie can also serve as a 
“STOPPER” in the end of a line that might escape-for instance, a low- 

ering line, al. ascending line, a rappel line, etc. It is even more efficient 

if a ring or washer is placed ahead of it. 
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FRONT COVER 

ADJUSTABLE BOWLINE STIRRUP: This is the Standard Bowline tied 

with two ends leaving a bighted end for suitable hitch attachments such 
as the Prusik, Ring, Catspaw, etc. Length can be varied to suit the 

climber’s height, the loops adjusted singly or together, and when advis- 

able, the dangling ends may be square-knotted around the ankle to hold 
the foot well into the stirrup. . To avoid over-tightening in webbing 

the knot can be “SLIPPED” as in Figure 51 with the dangling ends 

dropped through the bights and drawn up. 
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In compiling a “digest” of knots for Mountainqering, the writer 

has A two-fold purpose in mind. The first is to acquaint some of the 

younger climbers with ~methods of tying that wili make knots easier 

to remember. In order to emphasize these methods and the grouping 

of related knots, other illustraiions showing line riggiag, rope tech- 

mque, etc., have been intentionally omitted. 

The second purpose is to bring together knots that are commonly 

used in mount~aineering, knots that are occasionally used, and practi- 

cal hitch arrangements that improve climbing safety. The names for 

F&u-es 5, 6, 20, 29 and 32 are suggestions in case they may not have 

been described in print. 

Since mountaineering knots me-t good standards they will be of 

service to anyone tying with rope of moderate size. 

P.D.S. 
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1. Stnndord Eowh2. 

Knots used in nountaineexin g may be di\-ided into several struc- 
lurai groups and of ihes& the I:~%v;liic 1~ p,,obably ihz most important 
r.n;l can li-:il:i!;y ‘Of arlapt~~xl to r.ict rTk>‘Sl ri;:ginr: weds. This group 
deserves as mcch practice and stud) as one can [;i;.? :: lor bowlines 
arc so o:tcn iicd under unusual clrcumsl3nccs that a certain arno-xl. 
of dcs:cri!\. i!; !-e qukcd to tir each one cwi’ec!l.y upfin every occasion. 

The simplest method of tying the basic knot of the group -~ the 

Standard bowline, follows the procedure of reeving the tying end uy 

through a Single hitch in the line. bringing it around the standing 

part, then down t;wou::l~ Lix hi!rh nlw;; the inxer side of the conpleted 
!00p. 

Anot,her method of tying the knot begins by owrhanding the end 
once around the li~ne, then by cross-,handing ~- the iine being pulled 
back undcm~ath, the end across and ahow - the hitch is formed and 
the: fnd reeved around and passed through. With practice for speed 
t,his method requres about two seconds and if o!:e possesses a fleX%le 
wrist and dexterous fingers, the knot can be tied with one hand. 

2. Standard Bowline, double-knotted. 

When a second turn of the same size is laid atop the hitch as one 
ties a Bowline, a so-called double knot re.;ults. This not only adds to 
the SECURITY and STABILITY of the knot but also increases its 
potential STRENGTH by putting a roll into the hitch and ?:~ftening 
the lead. 

3. Standard Bowline, with Single hitch. 

A good utility Bowline for use on lines under stress or exposed 
to wet weather can be tied by using two Singlb hitches instead of one 
- the lower hitch serving to size the loop, absorb strain, and to Iewe 
the pri:riary knot in better condition for untying. 

Knots of ihe bowline type are easier to untie if the bighted tying 
end is first bent backward from the lirx to force slack in the hitch. 

4. Standard Bowline, (cont.). 

Bowline tying upon an object standing opposite or out of reach is 
made easier if the end is first passed or flipped arwnd the object and 
then brought out through a Marlinespike hitch. This hitch (43) is 
formed by rolling an outside Half turn forward and drawing the line 
up into it only two or three inches. Hold the hitch flat, thrust the 
tying end through it horizontally, then after pulling the intended Bow- 
line to desired size, push the end forivard and finish the knot with an 
easy back pull on I,he line. 

There are many variations of this useful tying method and again 



practice will demanstlhte that it can be used handi y for tying Over- 

head, that one can double-luop. dmble-knot, put in a Single hitch, OP 
tie with one hand etc. It may also be adapird to lying the Sbi??t Bend 
when the lines to bc joined arc nc:?ly tntil m’ nzxl carefui WIti-01. 

5. Multiple Bewliner. 

TWO or threr loops with a si:lgic know can also be quickly tied bY 
t!le procedurr junt described, After making the first pass through ihe 
Marlinespikc hitch vith a lcngcr end, continue it around a second (and 
third) object and again througn the hitch before rolling it forward. 

On a utility line the extra lozqx wil: center a pull upon points lying 
at unequal distances, may SETW to hold a lin:, zway from an u!lfavor- 
abie go.sit:on or be uced for a “chair” as I,, Fig:ilre 9. This knot often 
jams tightly under heavy strain and az, it is uiiually cieaaed by reva?% 
ing the tying procedure, some slack should be pushed into the hitch be- 
fxe turning it back. 

6. Bowline Sling and Stirrup. 

The Standard bow!ine tied xvvilh parallel ends in doubled rope lnakes 
ax1 ea~sily adjusisd sling and stirr:lp. Hitchix rlay he installed before 
the Bowline is tied or brought th?oug!l the big!lted end afterwards. 

IqOTE: De& and, comfort can b? added to the stirrup by whip- 
ping the loops separately with sma!l rope to cause them to stand well 
apart. See Whipping, Figure 55. 

7. French Bowline. 

This bowline consists of two equa:izing Ioops - the first passing 
freely across the hitch, the second knotting through it in a Standard 
bowline tie. It makes a good leader’s knot for in case of a fall the 
additional loop lessens to some degree the chance of injury from the 
line itself. 

Allowing for free passage of the first loop, the French bowline can 
be tied by the same several methods as the Standard. Double-knotting 
as in Fig. 2, may be preferred for use on safety lines. 

8. Bowline on-a-Coil. 

A Bowline on a coil is easily tied by overhanding the tying end on 
the coil and standing part. The standing part is then pulled sidewise 
as the end is hauled back. the two movements forming the hitch 
through which the end is passed after being carried on around the 
standing pait. Too large a coil however. reduces the value of the knot 
and should it appear insecure or bulky the end should be half-hitched 
Or knotted on the coil in opposition. This bowline is handy for &her 
hanging UP rope or for carrying a small surplus around the body while 
on the move. 



9. Portuguese Bowline. 

The Portuguese bowline, iike tlhe French, also has equalizing loops, 
which however, are splayed rather than overlying. It- is formed by 
looping the tying end sidewise - crossing the line cbove the hitch - 
and finishing the second loop as a Standard bowline with the en<, in 
this case. lying out betwet!n the splays. 

Rescue teams will find this Bowline quite useful for a controlled 
descent of, when comfortably rigged, for lifting an injured person, etc. 
It is easily tied by following the diagram but as the procedure involves 
a long tying end one should fi,st practice on a flat surface thus learning 
to avoid rope-twi,sting while making the several turns. To tie: Fix a 
Single hitch on the line allowing an el:d of 10 feet - hold the hitch 
firmly from behind and form the initial loop to desired size. Then cross 
the line but take a turn on it before forming the second loop and finish 
with a Eowline knot which will pull the turn down as the knot is tight. 
ened. The turn on the line prevents tie loops from moving too freely 
and makes them adjustable. 

91/z. Reinforced (All Purpose) Bovhe. 

This reinf,xcement was first shown to me by Joe Hawkes, moun- 
taineer and tree surgeon who used it consistently in a long career. 

10. Running Bowline. 

Although the mountaineer seido:., uses a free-rmining noose, a 
small double knotted Bowline tied back around a linz will serve the 
purpose yell when a need arises. If casting, draw the line backward 
along a wide loop in direct opposition to the Bowline and throw out 
from a neat coil held in the off hand. 

11. Toggled ~Bowline. 

When the climber carries a sufficient length of emergency cord or 
iight rope it is often possible to retrieve a single line by using a small, 
well-tied Bowline through which the line is backed and toggled. The 
toggle may be a long piton with the cord securely attached to it. This 
arrangement should be snuggly fitted before any weight iS applied with 
precautions taken to see that’ the toggle cannot possibly strike a pro- 
jection, that the line and cord are note fouied at any point, and that 
no injury may result from the Falling toggie when it is withdrawn. 



12. Bowline with-o-Bight 

The S+md~rj,l b,owlin? tic,: with -i di~:uhlc~l Al’ t:ightrd end is pars- 
titularly handy for secixii1!: a imc wit!1 its “\vn slack a;13 its close 
relati”nsi,!p to the Shcclxhx~k (47) rxd Teamsters hitch (48) makes 
it a natural tie for h”;ding <:it!l-:r U! t,hz::c in a stable position. 

Whril used for !~aulin;: v~~ci:~;!~t t~hc t’,‘:c: I:J,s:x should be equalized if 
possihlc air61 borh u:ilizcd. By di7wirlg !h? ;:” ) in;: loop sidcwisc one may 
obtain Splayed loops on th? bight. 

13. Bowline on-the-Bight 

\\‘llerr~;el~ r”~:e is used in industry or ir; spurt - one often finds 
this a.11.purpcui! ‘:i”lible loop. xo:t mxmtainmrs know it well and 
manj em~,:~:y it rcquentig 6s a midri!e-m::tl‘s cL:mbination of waist and 
shou!5c:- ioopr. Some tie it rcxlily by first tying a !oose Overhand 
loop !16) in a duublcd section of Ilne and then pulling the knot Out 
t:lr”ugh the locp \vith one hand whi!e rcll;ng the containing hitch with 
thz other. A second and simplx method (illustrated here) begins by 
first turning the hitch ,-;:d I:nl!~iiil!: it fi.~::ll~ \x:!?‘je runninl the bighted 
end out through it into a ccnvcnient balance. The two ioops are then 
pulled out through the bight?,: ei?d which draws up behind the hitch 
in tinal position. Aftill‘ the l;not 11x b-en tightened the loops are ad- 
justed together or each indcp?ndcr.tly. 

a 
A Bowline on-th::.bight sho:l:d alwzvs bz well tied, esPeCiallY if 

csed on the body. If poorly tied, ‘the hitch may capsize, thus forming 

a ?angcrous dou!,!e no”se rather thail two reliable stationary 1ooPS. 

14. Single Badine on-the-Bight. 

There are se\~eral single loops that answer this description but the 
Figure Eight variety is the simplest, requires a minimum (3f rope, and 
is easy to untie aft,er use. For service close along a line where only 
one directicn pull is needed this loop may be preferred to those of a 
more protruding type. To tie: Draw a bight out sldewise, twist it Over 
to form a sing!e underlying hitch in the line, then pass the loop around 
behind the line and down through the opening. 

15. Spanish Bowline. 

This knot provides adjustable splayed loops in doubled line and 
although sometimes referred to as a “trick” Bowline, it is quite ser- 
viceable for a number “f utility purposes. It may be tied with five 
precise movements: (1) Hold t.he bighted rope-end in one hand and 
‘turn it under with the other hand to form two equal loops; (2) hold 
the two loops and cross one slightly over the other; (3) turn the two 
crossed loops back on the upper side to form four loops; (4) push each 
outer loop down through its adjacent interior loop; (5) straighten the 
interior loops, hold tie outer loops firmly, and tighten the knot with 
back-pull on the doubled line. 

It will be noted that crossing the initial loops amounts to a half- 
turn in the line and this can be eliminated by taking a counter half- 
turn and running it back out of the way belore beginning the knot. 





IC. Overhand Loop 

The Overhand !oop has a paor txo-way lend nnd oft, jams tightly, 
but it is thoroughly s~cwe and possisscs a knot that ,‘eryone under- 
stands. On the safety line it may be use-1 as a body ,,!ap by climbers 
who are not \\~cli acqun:vted with mow practical loops such as the 
Butterfly, Bowline 011. the-bight, etc. In malw a good loop in the 
extremity of n doubled !inc ::I’ in a lar:;,:: primary loop, but is usuaily 
more difficul? to untie ?li.ln the Figure Ei~;ht loop (17:h ). 

17. Harness Loop. 

The Harness Lx~p is so s;mpl~! in structure that it is often referred 
to as a hitch, yet it is a ini;9y sou~l loop an,.! useful for rxmy purposes. 
It is tied by turning a Marlin@::pikc ,Gtcb (KS!, then Sighting the loop 
inward and pushing it back tlir&gh the h:tch opening. 

For mountai!!cering the Hcri~ss ~OC;J shouid be regarded as a 
utility loop only -.,- not as a body I’x~p for it lacks the proper two-way 
lead and necessary sLibility for ibis important purpose. 

17% Figure Eight (All Purpose) Loop. 

18. Butterfly or Lineman’s Loop. 

This excellent loop which many !i?ountnineers use as a middle- 
mx 5 tie is probably the hcst JL the sin:;lc lo:rps in the bight. It has 
a f;;w, evcr~. t:.vo-way Icad. retains Its given size, and is easy to tie, un- 
tie, or adjust. 

To tic: Draw a bight out sidew:se frown the line, give it a complete 
twist (two half turns) and bring the doubled end around the line and 
out through the crossing which was formed when the twist was taken 
(see drawings). Another method of tying begins by forming a fair- 
sized loop in the line, ther. laying a second loop in between the first 
L..? the line. The first loop (now outside) is then brought over the 
second, pulled around the line and out through both initial loops. 
Practice is required in order to approximate the size of the final single 
loop and to manipulate the knot correctly. 

The Butterfly structure has a good nip in all kinds of mat&z1 
which makes its loop adaptable for a wide variety of utility purposes. 

19. Twin Loops. 

Twin loops mav be tied from a Butterfly by turning the latter up 
behind the knot ad drawing the “w;ngs” out together whi!e holding 
the knot ‘firmly in hand. 

This makes an excellent leg-loop arrangement in doubled rope or 
in larger size. a good shoulder harness for pulling a toboggan, etc. 





20. Cushioned Locp. 

To tie a Cushioned loop in the %;fety line: With the line acrosr 
the small of the back, turn a Sirs,!;: hitch close to the body: reach back 
at arm’s length and bring a doubicd sccrion Iorv’ard to lie inside the 
hitch thus forming a snug waist loop. The doubkx! section is then pro- 
truded sidewise .through th? hitch :md h-Id \vlii!c its looped end is 
brought aroUnd wider the line and pulled up bciween the protrusion 
and the hitch. The doubled end then becomes a shoulder loop and is 
adjusted from the chest-crossing along the line leading aft or vice 
versa. No adjustment of the wa:st loop is n~~z:;s:rry if it is held snugly 
iyhile the knot is being tied. 

Several fratures combine to make thi:i a good middle-man’s loop 
but the most important lies in the ab1iit.y ,to tie and untie without 
changing body posture or releasing a strong bc!aying position. 

21. 22. Sheet Bends. 

The term “bend” usually applies to n knot or knots used to join 
lines or rope sections together. There arz s~:x’es of such knot arrange- 
ments and although many are sxit:able for gcncral mountain use Only 
a few are at all practical for tying into safety or rappel lines, On these 
and other active lines the use of bends should be held to a strict mini- 
mum while the danger of allowin:; any to run out of reach should be 
recognized and pre-determined in every case. 

The Sheet bend, whose knot structure is the same as the Standard 
bowline, is a good example of a simple primary bend although for im- 
portant use double-knotting is recommended. It is tied either like a 
Bowline or a Beck& hitch (231, and in the completed knot both short 
ends should lie out on the same side of the line. Should the ends 
appear on opposite sides it is a left-handed Sheet bend which, like the 
left-handed Bowline. (with the short end outside the loop), is less SP- 
cure than the standard knot. 

23. Double Becket Hitch. 

This is a well known application of a doubled Single hitch to a 
closed eye or a loop and if either is flexible it is more secure than the 
closely related Sheet bend. Tied into a Standard bowline it may be 
used as a direct bend or can be utilized to attach a secondary line to 
a loop in the bight as shown in the diagram. 

24. Opposing Sheet Bends. 

Like the Bowline, the Sheet bend can be used for a great variety 
of utility purposes and both will serve to reinforce other knots and 
hitches when tying ends are available. Sheet bends tied in opposition 
provide a reliable method for uniting lines that vary in size or Surface 
condition - the knots being tied so that both will hold nearly equal 
strain. 
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25. English Bend (Fishermans Knot). 

P’GP mountaineering this bend shouki be quite snug before it is 
as?d, wit,h wch tying end loti,; enough to allow gripping with both 
nands. An added turn in each Overhand “doubles” the knot which some 

climbers may prelcr in spite of the increased bulk: 

26. Double Carrick, Bend. 

The Tiw Doub:e Carrick bend :s ih cvrry respect a first-class knot 
and should not be confu;cd wit!1 any of the several less reliable Single 
Carrick bends although the open patterns often exhibit a degree of 
similarity. On the accompanying diagram of the True bend it will be 
noted t!xt both liue leads lit! un:ici. t!ic patteru, emxge below, and 
are diagonally Opposite, while the sho;t EII& emerge above, also d;agow 
ally opposite. When all the parts arc firm!y tightened the knot Closes 
and is ready for use. 

NOTE: The Double Carrick with both short ends on the same side 
is inferior to the True bend and is apt to distort under strain. AS for 
the Single Carrick bends, I know of only one that is at all trustworthy 
and as its tying method so closely foliows that of the True bend one 
may as well use the latter and better knot. 

27. Ring Bend or Water Knot. 

This is a very good bend for nouataineering, especial!y in new rope, 
and the fact that it is slightly bulky and takes a second or two longer 
to tie can be over-looked in favor of its excellent iead, its security and 
stability. 

There are short cuts iu tying it that can be developed with practice 
but the easiest method to remember begins by tying an Overhand knot 
in one rope erd, then reevin& the second rope end back intp the knot 
in exact parallel to the first end. All parts are then drawn up neatly 
into compact form. 

The Flemish bend, shown in As!iley’s famous “Book of Knots,” is 
tied by backing similarly into a Figure Eight knot and upon fixed lines 
subjected to heavy strain or wet weather. may be preferred to the 
Ring bend. 

28. Butterfly Bend. 

Should essential rope become damaged where its replacement is 
not possible, the injury may be seized with cord or tape and isolated 
near the tip of a small, well-tied Butterfly loop. Even if the rope 
should later separate at the injury the Butterfly structure is secure 
and stable enough to hold the rope together as a bend. 

Tied as a bend between independent lines, the Butterfly is formed 
by crossing and reversing the two ends, turning each back around its 
standing Part and out through the opening in the initial crossing. This 
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method is also used for tyi!ie tk Euttcrfly loop but while the loop may 
be safely used with a soft knot, the bend should be finished with all 
parts firm, even, and compact. 

29. Riggers Bend. 

This bend is tied in somewhat the same manner as a Rutterfly 
bend but instead of both tying ends being passed through in the same 
direction, one end is brought around behind the structure and through 
it in direct opposition to the other. The knot is then drawn up into 
neat, compact form with all four leads standing out at right angles. 

For ordinary lJ,iYposes the length of the tying ends is not important 
but for special rigging (which the climber may need to improvise), 
there is an advantage in having the ends long enough for su’pplementary 
use, such as the attashment ,of other lines, for holding sway in fixed 
rope, etc. 

30. “F~li” Fishermans Knot. 

The Fishermans knot (251 may be adapted to contain loops or 
coils of reasonable size and is especially satisfactory for enclosing and 
equalizing several turns of sling rope. A climber using a carabiner- 
and-hitch al’tachment to the safety line (see 531 will find this knot 
or the Buckle knot (321, convenient for tying the ends of the doubled. 
waist sling. 

31. Square Knot. 

In spite of Yhe fact that various instruction manuals list the Square 
knot as a bend the mountaineer should regard it only as an A-l binding 
knot. At times the security of a Square knot can be improved by 
Half-hitching the tying ends. 

32. Buckle Knot. 

The Buckle knot is a variation of the Square knot and is handy 
for uniting doubled rope ends or sections with a single knot. It is tied 
by turning back a Ring hitch (401 in a bighted end and passing the two 
rope ends through in opposite directions. The hitch is then rolled down 
over them and all parts are drawn evenly into a firm structure. 



33. Single Hitch. 

Ln addition to sci’vi!ls as a b:lsc inr knots, other hitches, etc., the 
single hitch is ycq ureiu~ ill: p:imary iurm as a binding Half turn, and 
in supplemcnta;~;; foril fo; rc!.Ci i “-in;: tension. nbsoi-bing strain, equalizing 
pull, and so on Slmp!? a’: it is, h,wx:cirr. thii f!u~dnmcntal hitch is dif- 
ficult to mastc’r and i3 c;,i~rXt USC! Cl,;! :‘!I ~~quil’cs full coordination of 
foresight and clexlcii:>~. 

One can always pick up new idea:; for tying Single hi:cbes ironi 
tfamstcrs, packci.5, r~g~xs. sai!xs. 2nd 0th~~ \vh0 use :hem frequently 
to ,“eEt a g,c:,t Ki!,ki: of c?\-cl~~-llily “CNiS. 

34. Half Hitch (Slipped). 

When n Single Plitcb is talr:n on it:, oi:il standing part jt bc- 
comes a Half hitch, which along is usually too insxure for ordinary 
use wless the end 1s laid away in an appropri;?tc knot. A Half hitch 
in th? bight. lir:d with ihe &xlbM end Ie!t in sl$~ped position is some- 
times handy for te?~pr:rnry hold:ng and instant release. 

35. Standard Half Hitches. 

Half hitches usnd primarily t,o hold \;v>ight or withstand strain 
should be drawn tigh:ly upon CXC:I olhw and into a closed position 
from w!lich they cannot v.0i.k i!,- slip. Quito off:en an initial Round 
Turn on an object c,ill add grratiy to the efficii>ncy of the hitches and 
also aid in holdin!: x:hi1c Ihcy ai;? being installed. 

36. Reversed Hoff Hitches. 

If l’ope is hard, wet, or sprini:\,, a !irmcr purchase on an object is 
slmctimes possible when the tlj,>ction of the second Half hitch is 
reversed and tightly drawn down on t.lr- first. Reversed Half hitches 
arc closely related to ihz Square knot in fact, one can tie the Square 
Knott as a loop and capsize it into Reversed hitches. The Granny kt.ot, 
tied as a loop, will likewise capsize into Standard Half hitches. 

37. Anchor Hitch or Fishermans Bend. 

Whencvcr it is necessary to attach a line to a carabiner. a ring. 
or an object that proi-ides a good bearin,, 9 this combination of the Half 
hitch and Round turn is strong and reliable. With some slack in the 
line, first take a Itorlnd turn on the b-aring, then a Half hitch with the 
tying end being brought through under the turn. At this point one 
may e~:thcr daub13 the hitch with a second parellel pa& or lay the end 
up in another Hali hitch. 

NOTE: The knot equivalent of the Anchor hitch is an Overhand 
knot with two loops instead of one. The hitch appears when the end is 
brought up alongside the standing part. 

38. Timber Hitch. 

Anyone who camps out should become familiar with this hitch for 
it will xrve a variety of wo:-k needs. It is t.ied as a Half hitch with 
a long end which is then laid away in over and under sequence along 
the lay of the strands in the loop. 

A cross or ninety degree pull usually binds the hitch firmly, but 
in a narrow longitudinal pull on an object, an advanced Single hitch 
(33) should be used to prevent the Timber hitch from distorting or 
slipping forward. 



39. Clove Hitch. 

The Clove hitch consists of two Single hitches so turned that each 
serves to bind the other when tightened upon an object. It is the best 
known of the compound hitches and is quite reliable and effic:ient when 
properly applied. It has a tendency to shift position however, when the 
direction of pull is changed or relsxed, so should be stabilized with 
Half hitches or i knot when tied near an end. 

Clove hitches of moderate size arc easy to turn if one holds the 
line with one hand palm down, the other palm up. then rolls both over 
in the same direction. The Single hitches are then brought together, 
one behind the other. Rolling the hitches with one arm crossing the 
other, while one leans sidewise, is a quick method of tying a Clove 
hitch in extra large size. 

4Q. Reversed Single Hitches or Ring Hitch. 

This hitch has a great variety of uses and often is a good substitute 
for the Clove hitch when the latter is impractica!. In the bight it is 
quickly tied by holding line in both hanus. then turning both either 
inward or outward and bringing the two loops together. 

When tied near an end, either in the bight or by reeving, it is bet- 
ter to stabilize the hitch by laying up the end in a Bowline. A doubled 
Ring hitch appears in Figure 45 as the Prusik hitch. 

41. Constrictor Hitch. 

The Constrictor is only a step beyond the Clove hitch as is demon- 
strated by tying a Clove hitch on an upright with short rope, then 
Zcking either end over and out under the loop opposite. Both ends 
are then pulled&&y in opposition to create a complete bind. To tie 
in the bight; one fitit makes a fair sized Half turn which, if the cross- 
ing leads over to the right, is held in the right hand with fingers ex- 
tended in order to hold the loop up and open. The left hand is then 
passed under the line palm down, turns half the loop outward and 
brings it back under to lie against the part still held by the right hand. 
With a little practice this tie is quick and sure. 

There are many uses for the Constrictor hitch around camp and 
at times it may prove handy on a climb itself. For instance it is re- 
commended for: (1) “freezing” sling rope to a suitable projection: (2) 
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bending cord to rope. the cord end then being laid up in IIalf hitches: 
(3) stopping rope ends or prospective endis vxith small cqrd before rope 
is cut, the cord ends being tied firmly b-hind with Square knots; (4) 
temporary stoppings on coiled 1.01x when binders or straps are not at 
hand; (31 hoisting certain equipmrt:l sxh as ice axes, polus, etc., where 
a tight binding hitch is more desirable then the ordinary standard 
hitch. 

42. Catspow Hitch. 

A Catspa!v may be reeved near an end but is usually tied in the 
bigh: by continuing to turn tn~o loops inward until they lie closely and 
evenl>- together. It is an efficient hitch, easy on material, and recom- 
mended for use in rigging comb;natioi?s of rope and hardware. 

43. Marlinespike Hitch. 

This hitch has previously been introduc,-d in cvnnertion with the 
tying of Bowlines and the Harness loop but as it also has value in basic 
form and is easy to manipulate with one hand, the ciimber may often 
prefer it to other better-known hitches. A mere turn of the hand and 
a pick up of the line fashions the hitch which will readily adjust to fit 
on an object or serve as a stationary “post” hitch. On the line itself 
it is handy for taking in and holding slack, for shortening line, and to 
promote discussion and experiment may find further uses in belaying 
from a carabiner or an ice axe. 

A good practice method for turning Marlinespike hitches begins by 
holding a line with hands wide apart, then rolling both outward and 
inwar;l for varying aspects of the hitch in the pick up. Pulling the 
line through produces a sir.lple @verhand noose -~~ a poor running noose 
compared to ilO) - but a good binding loop or a frictional hitch de- 
pending on which direction it is all,Jwcd to move. (See also, 53). 

44. Mognus or Rolling Hitch. 

The Magnus is an excellent work hitch for pulling, lifting, or roll- 
ing an object that may otherwise be difficult to grip. For ordinary 
purposes only two turns with a Singie hitch above are sufficient but 
when the object is narrow or slippery (such as other rope) three turns 
with two lacking hitches often improve both grip and security. 

45. Prusik Hitch. 

Thii hitch, sometimes called a knot, combines the gripping prin- 
ciple of the Rolling hitch with that of the Ring hitch, and thus affords 
the climber a simple and efficient method of climbing a fixed line or 
parallel lines with stirrups of small-diameter rope. In these one can 
*;and erect and slide the hitches upward or downward in succession 
while -aking steps toward an objective. Quarter inch manila applied 
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io standard 7/16” or doubled 5/16” line is a satisfactory ratio and 
when fully rigged the length of the slings Lhould approximate the dis- 
tance from the shoe sole to the lower chest, depending on the climber’s 
height. These measurements arc suggested by Fred Beckey who also 
lists the following uses he has found for Prusik h.itches while climbing 
on difficult terrain: 

(1) For climbing on flawless areas over which it is possiblcz to 
anchor a line: (2) for direct ascent by the second or third man on an 
independent line (this may save time on Class 6 pitches and allow 
either man-to safely remove or arrange special rigging); (3) for self- 
escapa from a crevasse or overhang after a fall; (4) for stopsing on 
a rappel XI perform work or to assist with a rescue, etc.: (5) for use 
as “straps” or “stays” on lines rigged for rescue or upon lines that re- 
quire careful handling. 

A variety of slings and stirrups may be used with Prusik hitches. 
Two are shown in the accompanying figure -- one Short-spliced and 
seized with Constrictor hitches (41); the other, knotted with a Ring 
bend (271, a Figure Eight loop, and a flat Sheepshank (47). The Bow- 
line sling and stirrup (6) however, is adjustable through its single knot 
and is easier to tie in the field. 

NOTE: Prusik climbing on parallel taut lines with a stirrup 
mounted on each and tightened through a base anchor, is much easier 
than climbing on a single line. Also, tension may be alternated in the 
lines by an assistant, which helps the climber to move the hitches 
over bulges, projections, etc. 

46. Extension Hitch. 

This is the rigger’s adaptation of the trick Handcuff knot - for 
equalizing pull, changing the direction of pull from two or more points, 
or for shortening rope at a doubled end. It is tied either by reeving 
with an end or by drawing thi- two tilrns of a Clove hitch out through 
each other. The bighted ends may b,- extended into secondary knots 
and hitches as desired. 

47. Sheepshank. 

Sheepshanks are seldom used in mountaineering but every climber 
should know at least one in case he might need to arrange tackle for 
a rescue or some other emergmcy where special rigging is required. 
The Sheepshank shown here is easily tied by turning three Single 
hitches in the same direction and elongating the middle one through 
the outer two which are then drawn tight on the protruding bights. 
On a Long Sheepshank, the outlying hitches can be turned by lover- 
handing the bighted ends on the line or thz bighted ends may ,be passed 
through hitches turned with the of: hand. To prevent a spill, a bighted 
end not in use can be tied in like a Bowline with-a-bight (12), toggled 
in place, or held by a seizing or Half hitch. 

A Sheepshank on-a-coil is an efficient method for reducing a long 
line to a moderate distance, for laying away excess slack,. and for 
hanging up a coil to protect it froth damage. Sheepshanks tiea in short 
lengths of rope, with the ends passed through the bights, make good 
cradles or binding cradles, if the ends are brought through opposite 
bights. 



48. Teomsters Hitch. 

The Teamsters hitch is ordinarily \:sr:d to tighten load lashings but 
in an extremity it can be rigged to assist ~vith heavy pulling on long 
lines - to serve in this case as a fair substitute for block and tackle. 
Pull is made front a strong an&or point thr;zu-I; a carabiner on the 
load and brought back t!zrocsh the hitch to a co,!\~e;nient bvorlc station. 
The coil can be used ‘... y? .- -? a t .‘PJ end if so desired hut one can tie in the 
bight by carr)ing slack OI? ‘the arm, spilling 1~ i?gainst the line while 
the hitch is brought up fain underneath with the hand and slipped or 
ovxhanded into the basic Si.nzie hitch. The unused bighted end may 
be held to the line by a second Single hitch or oths.?vise secured in 
position should it seem necessary. Puil can be increased by introduc- 
ing second and third hitches back on the pulling iirir; ?:rt this procedure 
requires good judgment in order to avoid over-strctci;l<:g the line if a 
stall occurs. 

49. Midshipmans Hitch. 

The Midshipmans hitch is a:, adjustable loop with the same knot 
structure as the Magnus or Robing hitch (441. It is tied by taking 
two (or three) turns on the s:andin g line inside the loop and finishing 
with a tight Half hitch or two aLove. The rolling action of the hitch 
serves to grip the standing par? when the pull is on the loop, yet it 
can be easily mobed to any given point by only slight hand pressure. 
Whether the mountaineer is traveling, camping, or climbing he may at 
times find this hitch useful for shortening or slackening rope without 
untying or retying a knot arrangement. 

Two turns upon the standing part with the Half hitch beneath and 
within the loop are sometimes handier for securing at a low point. 

50. Controlling Hitch. 

Although seldom described in print this hitch is well known to 
sa.lors and water-front workers as a means for lowering heavy weight 
or to stall moving line. It is shown here (in simple form) as a weighted 
line running through an anchored carabiner with two turns on the 
standing part and stalled by the coiled end passed through the loop 
and hauled back. When used jn lowering, in either simple or CompleX 
form, there are particular line features to pre-determine, i.e. (11 that 
the distance the hitch can move exceeds the lowering distance; (21 
that the line to be paid out is sufficiently long - the lowering distance 
being the minimum. 

For controlling a line used for belaying, the hitch can be adapted 
to the bight, the extra slack heing ignored in this case. It is quick and 
handy for holding a climber resting, the stall being pushed outward 
when the belayer’s body serves as the anchor. 



51. Slipped Noose. 

Use of thi,; knot is one of the quickest a~iil simpl?;: mct!,d:: 0: 
fastening a line to an object, for nil that is required is a turn around 
the standing part with a tuck of the bighted end under and back 
through the turn. After use the knot is instantly.spilled by pulling out 
the bight with the hand or, when safely I-igg<d. from a distance witi 
an independent and well attached light line 

52. Doubled Noose. 

When the safety line needs to be tied into a carabiner or sling as 
an expedient. or in an emergency a ,Doubled Noose in-the-bight will 
serve the purvose for it will hold strain in either or in both directions 
simultaneously. This knot can easi!y be tied by running a bighted sec- 
tion into the loop as a Beck& hitch (23) and then pulling the structure 
down upon the slack line. After tying. the doubled end may be seized 
with a Sin&! hitch in the line leading down or laid away by tic!ping 
it up into the carabiner. 

53, Figure Eight Noose. 

The Figure Eight noose is tied in ~l:c big:lt bj: taking a full turn 
of slack and pulling the line through as ‘I loop which can be used either 
in advancing form as a binder, or in retreLit as a fr,ictional or delaying 
hitch. The accompanying diagram shows how the, latter (favoring a 
leader, Al is attached to the waist sling of a middle-man, B, when a 
group is moving together on snow and ice. Thus, Amy falls by either 
A or B may be delayed with the line slack betweeri B and C or in.ex- 
ceptional situations the hitch can be tied to favor~C on available AB 
slack. For climbing on rock and mixed terrain where belaying from 
a station is necessary, B can change to a Catspaw hitch (42) to stabi- 
Size his line position. 

NOTE: Should A and C prefer to climb in waist slings or safety 
belts instead of the traditional line loops, the strong Anchor hitch (3’7) 
can be used’on a carabiner attachment. 

54. Overhand Series. 

Fixed rope used for direct aid or to assist a laden party over dif- 
ficult terrain will afford better protection if a few well-spaced knots 
are installed when the line is placed. This can be done by laying up 
Single hitches in the hand or along the arm while working toward an 
end. The end is then grasped and hauled back causing successive 
Overhand knots to appear at intervals relative to the size of the 
hitches. Untying is performed by opening up the knots and reversing 
the end through several knots at a time. 

On a long line it is better ‘to work from the middle toward each 
end in turn. If any loops are needed one can allow slack or free turns 
at intervals while laying up the hitches. 



55. Simple Whipping. 

‘I’he whipping shown here has no protrudins parts when finished, 
will bind down tightly enough to approximate the diameter of the rope. 
and is not difficult to draw up when stron, 0 material such as fishline, 
is used. Therm is an advantage in whipping a rope-end before it is 
severed but if this is not possible a tight seizing can be used to hold 
the strands firmly together until the operation is completed. Whipping 
should lie back from the end at aborit the same distance as half the, 
diameter of the rope and in length should cover a little more than the 
diameter. 

A number of years ago, Bert Jensen showed me how to “freeze” 
whipping along with the rope-end, by working in liquid solder and al- 
lowing it to dry slowly. I have since used this protection not 6nly on 
alpine rope but also on lashing rope in every-day use and have found 
it quite satisfactory. The metallic tips are easy to manipulate and in 
most cases will outwear the rope itself. 

56. Snarls. 

SNARLS and KNOTS that have lost identity may be removed 
from a line by securing the longer segment to a projection or having 
someone hold it firmly while the complexity is being cleared. After 
loosening the snarl as much as pxsible, open the uppermost bight and 
work it downward so that the entire mass (with rhe end) will pass 
through it. Each upper bight is then opened in turn and the procedure 
repeated until the line is completely cleared. Any twists are then tak- 
en out by pulling the line through the rlosed hand. 

57. 

DECORATIVE KNOTS would seem to have little use in moun- 
taineering but a TURKS HEAD tied under the head of an ice axe with 
soft cord makes a comfortable, insulating grip. Methods for tying a 
simple Turks Head from either a Clove hitch or a Figure Eight base 
are usually described in seaman’s manuals in company with the fol- 
lowing knots and splices: 

MULTISTRAND KNOTS, such as the CROWN, the WALL, and 
their combinations will be found useful while repairing and replacing 
utility rope about camp. 

SPLICES are also useful and quite easy to learn if one begins with 
ape of firm lay. SHORT and LONG SPLICES, the BACK- 
Z.PLICE, and a good EYE SPLICE will meet general utility needs but 
of course do not often appear on any running lines due to the danger 
of fouling. 

The STANDARD BOWLINE is a good knot in light cable and two 
(or more) bowlines tied through each other can be used as a bend op. 
with an intermediate Square knot, for bending rope to cable. 



Cuwd I?e~e~t?i.lces 
KNOTS, HITCHES, SPLICES, ETC. 

Bluejackets Manual. U.S. Naval Institute, Annapolis, Md. 
Book of Knots. Clifford W. Ashley. Doubleday & Co., Garden City, New York. 
Cornpton’s Pictorial Encyclopedia. The Encyclopedia Americana and the Ency- 

clopedia Britannica. 
Knots and How to Tie Them. Boy Scouts of America, New York, N.Y. 
Knots and Splices. Percy Blandford. Arco Publishing Co., New York, N.Y. 
Merriam-Webster Dictionaries. G & C Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass. 
Rigging. Dept. of the Army, Washington, D.C. 
Ropes, Knots and Slings for Climbers. Walt W! :lock. Revision by Royal Rob- 

bins. La Siesta Press, Glendale, Calif. 
(Several leading cordage manufacturers also publish information about knots, the 

nroper care of rope, etc.) 

CLIMBING TECHNIQUE 
Basic Mountaineering. Sierra Club, San Diego, Calif. 
Basic Rockcraft. also Advanced Rockcraft. both by Royal Robbins. Le Siesta 

Press. Glendale, Calif. 
Beginners Guide to Rock and Mountain Climbing, Ruth & John Mendenhall. 

Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Belaying the Leader Omnibus. Sierra Club, San Francisco. Calif. 
Fundamentals of Rock Climbing. M.I.T. Onting Club, Cambridge, Mass. 
Handbook of American Mountaineering. K. A. Henderson. Houghton Mifflin 

Co., Boston, Mass. 
Introduction to Caving. John T&&ill. Gerry Mount,aineering Equipment Co., 

Ward, Cola 
Manual of Ski Mountaineering. D. R. Braver. Univ. of California Press, 

Berkeley, Calif. 
Monntaineetig. Alan Blackshaw. Penguin Books, Baltimore, Md. 
Mountaineering-Freedom of the Hills. Mountaineers Club, Seat&, Wash. 
Mountain Operations. War Dept. Govt. Printing Office, Washington. D.C. 
Moilnt,ain Seaxh and Rescue Operations. Grand Teton National Park, Wyo. 
Mountain Search and Rescue Techniques. W. G. May. Rocky Mount& Rescue 

Group, Boulder, Cola 
On SLOW and Rock. Gaston Rebuffat. N.Y. Oxford University Press, New York, 

N.Y. 
Wilderness Handbook. Paul Petaoldt. W. W.~Norton & Co., New York, N.Y. 

BELAY, to. To protect or to ccntrol with a safety line. Related 
terms: a bclay, belay point, belaying stance, etc. 

BEND, a. See paragraph 21a 
BIGHT, a. A nearly-closed curve in a piece of rope. A doubled 

segment. 
SIC-HT, In or On--t’ne. A turn or a knot figure taken between the ends. 

Tying, without using the ends. 
BIGHTED .END. A doubled end used for tying. 
CAPSIZE. To fall out. To lose identity. 
CARABINER. A metal snap-link. 
CLASC 6 Pitch. Mountain terrain is often classified in grades of 

from 1 to 6 in difficulty. 6 may require the placement of artificial 
aids for successful climbing. 

“CRADLE”. A supporting rope carrier. 
EFFICIENCY of Knot or a Hitch used in the field is the resultant of 

security, strength. stability, and p~‘op~‘r use. 
EYE. A small fixed loop. 



EYE SPLICE. A loop resulting fr~om an end being spliced back into 
its standin? part. 

HALF TURK or TWIST. A twn best demonstrated by holding rope 
with the hand palin out, then turning the band palm in. A repeated 
movement results in a Full turn 01‘ twist. 

HITCH. The term often applied to a temporary rope fastening. 
Hitches may be either active or stationary. 

LEAD. The direction taken by the line 01‘ ax end after making a 
turn. 

LINE. Rope in usf or prepared for USC’. 

LOOP. A rope segment closing Upon itself. 

NIP. The binding and frictional pressure within a knot which prevents 
its slipping. 

NOOSE. A sliding loop. 

OVERHAXD. lo. To turn the end over and under like tying an Over- 
hand knot. 

PITOS. A spike which can be driven into a crack or a hole to Serve 
as an anchor point. 

RAFPEL. A self-controlled descwt Upon an anchored line. Also the 
act of riding down on a line. 

REEVING. Tying a knot or hitch with an end. 

ROUND TURN. A complete turn takm Upon an object and brought 
back. 

SECURE, to. To tie down. To fasten firmly. 

SECURITY of a KNOT. The property which aUses it to hold together 
when Under stress or shock. Also, its resistance to spilling Under 
repeated shock. 

SEIZE, to. To hold together with supplemental rope or cord. 

SEIZIiXGS. Small stuff used to grip sections of rope. 

SLISG. A supplemental loop attachment. 

“SLIPPED”. The tu’cked position of an end which allows it to be in- 
stantly withdrawn. (See Figures 34, 511. 

STABILITY of a KNOT. The property which cases it to hold to- 
gether when stress or loading is absent or has been released. 

STANDING PART. The primary section of a law. The stem. 

STAY. A rope fixture on a line Used to prevent slipping or over- 
strain. 

STOPPINGS. Smaii stuff used to prevent rope from opening Up Or 
fraying out. 

STOPPER. A knot or a fixture Used to prevent rope from passing 
through an aperture. 

STRAP (on a line). A sling attachment serving as a grip. 

STR;hNF;H of a KNOT. Its resistance to breakage from strain or 

TOGGLE. A pin inserted in a. rope arrangement to prevent it from 
spilling. 
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Anchor bitch - 37, 53b 

Becket hitch - 23 
Bends, in rope - 22-29; cord to 

rope, 41: rope to cable, 57d 
Bowlines - Tied with an end 

l-11; in the bight 12-15 
Bowline on-the-Bight -- 12, single 

14 
Bowline on-a-Coil - 8 
Bowline Sling and Stirrup - 6 
Bowline with-a-Bight - 12 
Buckle knot - 32 
Butterfly bend - 28 
Butterfly loop - 18 

Carrick bends - 26 
Catspaw hitch - 42, 53a 
Clove hitch - 39 
Constrictor Hitch - 41, 4% 
Controlling hitch -- 50 
Cradles, Sheepshank - 47b 
Crown knot - 57b 
Cushioned loop - 20 

Doubled Noose - 52 

English bend - 25 
Extension hitch - 46 

Figure Eight Knot - 27~ 
Figure Eight Loop - 17%, 45~ 
Figure Eight noose - 53 
Fishermans bend - 37 
Fishermans knot - 25, 30 
Flemesh Bend - 27~ 
French bowline - 7 
Frictional hitches - 53, 43b 

Girth Hitch-(See Ring Hitch, 40) 
Granny knot - 36 

Half hitches - 34, 35, reversed, 
36 

Handcuff knot - 46 
Harness loop - 17 
Hitches - 33-50: frictional 43b, 

53 

Knots especially for new or slip- 
pery rope - 2, 17% 18, 20, 27, 
37 

Linemans loop - 18 

Magnus hitch - 44, 49 
Marlinespike hitch - 4, 43 
Midshipmans hitch - 49 
Multiple bowlines - 5 

Multistrand knots - 57h 
Nooses -- 10, 43b, 51, 52, 53 

Overhand knots - 25, 30, 54, 
doubled 25, 37 

Overhand loop - 16 
Overhand noose - 43b, 51, 52 
Overhand series - 54 

Portuguese bowline - 9 
Prusik hitch - 45 
Prusik ladder - 45d 
Prusik stirrups - 45c, 6 

Reef knot (see Square knot, 31) 
Reversed Half hitches - 36 
Reversed Single hitches - 40 
Riggers bend -- 29 
Ring bend - 27 
Ring Hitch - 40, doubled (see 

Prusik hitch 45) 
Rolling hitch - 44, 45a, 49 
Round Turn - 35, 37 
Running bowline - 10 

Sheepshank - 47 
Sheepshank on-a-Coil - 47b 
Sheet bends - 21, 22, 24 
Short Splice - 45c, 57~ 
Single howline on-the-Bi&t - 14 
Single hitches - 3, 33, 39, 40. 54 

doubled -- 23, 45 
Slipped Half hitch - 34 
Slipped noose - 51 
Snarls - 56 
Spanish bowline - 15 
Splices - 57~ 
Square knot - 31, 32, 36 
Standard bowline - i, 4 

double knotted - 2 
with single hitch - 3 
in cable - 57d 

Standard Half hitches - 35 

Tautline hitch (see Midshipmans 
hitch. 49) 

Teamsters hitch - 48 
Timber hitch - 38 
Toggled bowline - 11 
Turks Heads - 57a 
Twin loops (from a Butterfly) - 

19 

Wall knot - 57h 
Waterknot - 27 
Whipping - 55 


